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ABSTRACT 
 
A promising approach to organizing the processing of implicit 
forms of knowledge representation has been developed, 
which is based on the use of neural network structures 
technology. It is proved that neural networks and their analog 
models can be successfully used to solve the problem of 
approximating continuous functions of many variables and 
predicting processes occurring in telecommunications 
networks over time. 
In recent years, there has been a significant increase in interest 
in research on the application of applied intelligent 
technologies, their development and implementation in the 
industrial and industrial spheres. Today, we can talk about the 
formation of a new scientific direction — the theory of 
integrated management of complex distributed 
communication networks. Currently, fundamental and applied 
work on the creation of intelligent control systems is actively 
carried out in many branches of technology. This was 
facilitated by a long period of theoretical research in the field 
of artificial intelligence theory, situational management and 
simulation modeling. 
 
Key words : : information and telecommunication network, 
intelligent technologies, neuron, neural network, traffic. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Today, management based on the analysis of external 
situations (events) remains one of the key ideas of intelligent 
management. Intellectual systems have recently become a 
fairly common commercial product, which finds a wide 
demand in the most diverse areas of engineering and scientific 
and technical spheres of activity [3-5]. 

In the management systems that have intellectual in 
General, this property is manifested in such aspects as 
management in the conditions of uncertainty, self-learning 
and adaptation. These are complex systems with a multi-level 
hierarchical structure, capable of forming decisions that are 
adequate to the situation that has developed. As noted in [1, 
2], the entire history of the development of artificial 
 

 

intelligence is mainly associated with attempts to develop the 
most modern methods and controls in conditions of 
uncertainty. 
One of the most promising approaches to organizing the 
processing of implicit forms of Z-nan representation is related 
to the use of neural network structures technology, which 
accumulates and reproduces the main functional features of 
biological prototypes. One of the most important features of 
neural network structures is their high performance, which is 
achieved due to the economy of parallelism of information 
processing in their hardware implementation [6]. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Analysis of the operation of telecommunications networks 
shows that at this stage of development, it is quite difficult to 
ensure their effective operation. The practice of using 
heterogeneous telecommunications systems and computer 
networks is associated with their lack of transparency, 
complexity, organizational limitations and specificity, which 
determines the need for a broader and scientifically based 
introduction of statistical methods for their analysis and 
monitoring based on open streaming information [4-7], 
especially when solving complex tasks and emergency 
situations [8]. 
The conducted analysis of the works [9, 10] shows that it is 
advisable and necessary to use intelligent technologies to 
solve the tasks set. 
Also, in today's time, rapidly evolving technologies create a 
neural network to stroke net the quality of the prediction 
(classification). 
The structure of the neural network. The statistical system of 
telecommunication network analysis uses networks with 
several ordered layers of neurons. In this case, there is no 
interaction between neurons that belong to the same layer 
[12]. Neurons of each layer receive data (signals) from 
neurons of the previous layer, process them, and transmit the 
result of processing to the next layer. The exception is the 
input layer neurons. The number of neurons in the input layer 
is equal to the number of variables selected for solving the 
forecast problem or classifying it, so that each neuron 
corresponds to one of the variables. Thus, the signals coming 
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to the input layer represent the values of these variables 
[13-17]. 
Signals at the output of the last (output) layer of neurons are 
the result of the operation of a neural network. Therefore, if a 
neural network is supposed to be used to classify objects into 
one of M groups, then the number of neurons in the output 
layer is equal to M. 
Processing of signals by neurons of intermediate layers. The 
input of each neuron of any intermediate layer receives 
signals from all the neurons of the previous layer. Signal 
processing consists of weighted summation of the received 
signals first. If the total weighted sum exceeds a certain 
threshold, then the output signal of the neuron is equal to 1, 
otherwise-0. 
Formalize the above statement. Let zjl , ..., zjnk−1 signals 
received on the input of the j -th neuron k of layer from nk–1 
neurons of the previous layer, and w()kjl , ... , w( )kjnk−1 — 
weight used by the neuron to form the sum: sk()k = w()jlk z jl 
+ ... w()jnkk−1z jnk−1. (1) 
Let t()jl be the limit value. The output signal of a given neuron 
is defined as a value (), where the jump function θ( )x =1, if x 
>> 0; and 0, if x ≤ 0, that is, if s()jk >> t()jk . 
In practice, the jump function θ()x is replaced by some 
function [16].  
Since the input of each neuron in the k -th layer receives 
signals from all the neurons of the previous (k – 1) - th layer, 
the number of weighting factors and thresholds for processing 
input signals by all neurons is equal to (nk +1)nk−1, where nk is 
the number of neurons in the k -th layer. The set of weight 
coefficients of all the neurons of the k -th layer forms a matrix 
of communication W()k between the k -th and (k – 1)m layers. 
To create a neural network that can be used to classify 
multidimensional objects or to predict the values of an 
independent variable (in the case of regression analysis or 
time series prediction), which is especially important in the 
case of statistical analysis of a telecommunications network, it 
is necessary: 
— set the network architecture, i.e. set the number of layers 
and the number of neurons in each of them — estimate the 
weight coefficients for all neurons in the network (weights in 
connection matrices W( )k). 
A neural network must contain at least two layers: input and 
output. The number of neurons in the input layer is 
determined by the number of variables used. If all variables 
are continuous quantitative variables, then the number of 
neurons is simply equal to the number of variables. If this  is 
the nominal variable, then for each such variable, for example, 
a variable in, is given (l – 1) input neurons, where l — the 
number of levels (categories) of the variable y in and m of the 
neuron (these (l – 1) neurons) and is assigned the value 1 if the 
variable takes the ie valuation, and 0 otherwise [18-20]. 
Therefore, the number of neurons in the input layer is 
uniquely determined as soon as the active variables are 
selected to solve the classification, regression, or prediction 
problem. 
The number of neurons in the output layer is determined by 
the type of problem being solved, when solving problems of 
classifying objects into one of M groups, the output layer 
contains M neurons. When solving a prediction (regression) 

problem, the number of neurons is equal to the number of 
dependent and numerous ones. The number of intermediate 
layers and the number of neurons in each of them is set by the 
researcher before the weighting step. 
To estimate the weight coefficients in the statistical system of 
analysis of the telecommunications network, the procedures 
of mad optimization by the method of conjugate gradients are 
applied. To solve the problem of local minima, we use the 
generation of a certain number of starting points [19]. 

 
Figure 1: Independence of channel loading (packets/s) on time 
(tame(s)) between components of the DocFlow system 
 

 
Figure 2: Dependence of channel loading (packets/s) on time 
(tame(s)) between SAP ERP system components 
 

 
Figure 3. Tree structure of protocols with an approximate percentage 
of total traffic 
 
Figure 1 shows us independence of channel loading 
(packets/s) on time (tame(s)) between components of the 
DocFlow system, figure 2 shows us dependence of channel 
loading (packets/s) on time (tame(s)) between SAP ERP 
system components and figure 3 shows us the tree structure of 
protocols. 
Of the above-mentioned characteristics of a 
telecommunications network, the most informative parameter 
can be singled out in particular — channel loading. The 
number of channels created directly affects the stability and 
reliability of communication channels and, accordingly, the 
quality of TCM functionality [21]. 
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The developed procedures allow us to consider and analyze in 
more detail the dynamics of changes in information flows 
circulating in networks, and to determine the characteristic 
features of random sequences [22-25]. 
Of the above-mentioned characteristics of a 
telecommunications network, the most informative parameter 
can be singled out in particular — channel loading. The 
number of channels created directly affects the stability and 
reliability of communication channels and, accordingly, the 
quality of TCM functionality. 
The sum of elements in column Pi'(t j), consisting of 0 and 1, 
gives the number of counter "zeroes" for the entire time 
period. The analysis of the distribution of units on the time 
axis allows us to establish numerical estimates of their 
distribution over certain time intervals Tk. To monitor the 
distribution of reset moments of the counter of the variable P 
ti( j) over the series Pi'(t j) a new table is formed, the elements 
of which record the moment when the "unit" is registered and 
the time interval between neighboring resets [26]. 
Using the above procedure convert the data from the storage 
type in a random sequence were obtained for other 
characteristics of the network traffic: download Kahn the 
crystals according to layers of protocols (interfaces), Fast 
Ethernet 1/0, IP Protocol, TCP Protocol, and a tree structure 
(Figure 4) protocols approximate percentage in the total 
traffic (number of packets, number of bytes). 
On the basis of results, the features of statistical monitoring of 
the telecommunications network were determined: 
— non-stationarity; 
— heterogeneity; 
— frequency (uneven loading of channels); 
— complex periodic waveforms; - waveforms closer to din 
trapezoids with a pronounced "plateau" in the area of 
maximum loads; 
— the amount of noise is higher at maximum downloads. 

 
Figure 4: Scheme of parallel forecasting 
 
The developed procedures allow us to consider and analyze in 
more detail the dynamics of changes in information flows 
circulating in networks, and to determine the characteristic 
features of random sequences. 

3. CONCLUSION 
 
When solving the tasks of analysis and monitoring of 
networks in the first place is considered the primary 
production of INFdeformations and solves the following 
problems of approximation of functions, prediction, 
optimization etc. To solve such problems, you need to use 
neural networks. 
After reviewing the information on the work of the 
telecommunication network using a data transmission 
technology ATM 1/0, Fast Ethemet l/0, Fast Ethernet 4/0 

found that the efficiency of the network depends on the 
following characteristics: the bandwidth of input and output 
(of bytes); the number of packets input and output; the number 
of errors in their Registration; CPU load (%); the amount of 
free processor memory and system I / o for routes 
This may indicate that different weights need to be set for the 
y coordinate at different parts of the trajectory, meaning that 
the neural network needs to be trained again. 
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